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About This Game

Rocket Shooter - this team game first-person shooter. The main feature is a move with super speed and super jumps!

The game has some fantastic levels, lots of weapons and incredible graphics.

Game modes:
1. Team play

2. Against everyone

Features:
-super speed and jumping

-fantastic levels
-realistic graphics
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Publisher:
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I got trolled by the fake positive review, that has just disapeared from the review page.
Lets see: 1. Just played the game and there was not even one single server online.
2. The bots (maximum 8) are stupid, they just stand there and shoot.
3. Only 2 maps.
4. Super speed and normal speed difference is massive. When you don't hold shift its sooooo slow, like youre walking,
so you just end up holding shift anyway.
5. guns (only 2) feel like potatoes.
6. Blur is always on.

This "game" feels like someone modded a crappy bargain bin fps by stripping it of everything, turned up the movement speed,
then got the license to sell it as a standalone.. It not that bad it not good but it not bad it ok it still fun to play if you like bots but
it fun the only thing bad with it is that no one plays it so if more people play it will be more fun so buy it a play becaues it okay..
3 minutes, was all I needed to know it SUXS. This game has great posibility but here... The gave up on it.. Not a good game. has
a very good concept but the gameplay is just awful.
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